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With the development of globalization, international communication has been
increasingly deepening. Translation plays an important role in bridging and
promoting cultural communication. The Report on the Work of the Government
(RWG) is an official document which not only introduces the achievements made by
the Chinese people in the previous year, but also outlines the government plans for
the following year. It includes issues and measures concerning politics, economy,
education and culture. Therefore, the Report becomes a window for the outside
world to understand China correctly. There are quite a lot of culture-loaded words
with Chinese characteristics which are hard to find equivalent expressions in English.
The so-called “vocabulary blank” poses great difficulty to the translation of
culture-loaded words. Therefore, from the perspective of pragmatic translation, this
thesis takes Jef Vershueren’s Adaptation Theory as the theoretical framework, and
analyzes the translation of the Report on the Work of the Government 2015 based on
quantitative and qualitative methods as well as methods of induction and
exemplification. By doing this, the author attempts to summarize the general
principles and strategies for the translation of culture-loaded words in political
documents.
This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter One briefly introduces the
research background, objectives, structure, data and methodology of this thesis.
Chapter Two consists of the theoretical framework of culture-loaded words and the
theory of adaptation. Chapter Three is the core part of this thesis; it focuses on the
culture-loaded words in 2015 RWG, and analyzes the translation adaptation of
culture-loaded words in the Report based on data analysis and examples in order to
find out the general strategies and methods applicable to the translation of
culture-loaded words. Chapter Four is a conclusion of this thesis. It points out that
the choice of translation strategies is subject to context, translators need to adapt to
various context elements dynamically in order to achieve satisfactory translation
outcome. Meanwhile, this part also indicates that there are some limitations in this
thesis, and provides suggestions for further studies in this field.
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立春 The Beging of Spring
功夫茶 Kongfu Tea
百日宴 Hundred-Day Birthday Feasts (a custom to celebrate the
first hundred-day of a new-born baby





如在 white day 表示：幸运日
概念相同，关联意义不同 蓝色代表宁静 Blue 代表忧郁，如 in a blue
































































如“六艺 (Six Classical Arts)”、“私学 (sixue)”、“科举制度 (the imperial
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